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The development and testing of a new drug is a very costly and timely process. During each phase of the clinical trial a 

number of doctors and patients are providing your company with information on drug effectiveness, side effects and 

other influence on the patients. Based on this information, once processed, the fate of the drug is decided. It is thus 

vital to assure that the information collected is complete, unbiased, error free and untampered with. 

The inspection of the clinical trial execution is crucial for the assurance of information correctness. However, it is not 

always possible to guarantee 100% coverage of each step of the process. Other techniques, such as the analysis of the 

collected data and anomaly detection methods are thus used to retrospectively verify the correctness of the collected 

information. 

Our company provides tools for optimized cost-driven scheduling with extensions assuring unpredictability and 

weighted randomization of the inspections as well as on anomaly detection models and thorough data analysis. These 

two approaches, allow to maximize fraud and misconduct prevention as well as containment.  

BSS Inspection Scheduler 
To build the most effective schedule, we are able to take into account 

various modes of transportation of inspectors, varied travel and fixed 

costs, multi-day inspections, multi-person inspections, required level of 

randomization, sample collection, and both personal and domain 

constraints. 

We provide the operator with an intelligent scheduling tool, allowing to 

generate schedule for selected resources and time frame given a large 

number of parameters and then manually fine-tuning the schedule while 

observing final costs. 

 
BSS Anomaly Detector 
We typically deploy business intelligence tools with data analysis modules 

to observe the data collection process in real time and to detect signs of 

misconduct or fraud as soon as possible. We integrate anomaly detection 

algorithms able to detect problems without requiring to understand the 

type of tampering, however, when enforced with description of a specific 

corruption method, the algorithm can be tailored to be sensitive to such 

frauds. 

The results are displayed in near-real time to the operator which can 

immediately react by replanning inspection resources using the Blindspot 

Solution Scheduler.  

Blindspot Solutions is able to provide consultation services for inspection optimization and data analysis 

area. We are able to design, customize and implement the system reflecting specific requirements of your 

company. Finally, we deploy and test the system on site and we maintain the system and implement 

additional features as required when developing new businesses. 


